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Accreditation Statement
In support of improving patient care, Stanford Medicine is jointly 
accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical 
Education (ACCME), the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education 
(ACPE), and the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), to 
provide continuing education for the healthcare team.
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American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC)
Stanford Medicine designates this other activity for a maximum of 27 
ANCC contact hours.

Disclosure
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commercial interests for anyone who was in control of the content of 
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CME credits are processed by the end of the series. Instructions on how to view your 
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Questions? 
Visit: www.hsag.com/echo
Contact: canursinghomes@hsag.com

Accreditation
Health Services Advisory Group, Inc., is the CE provider for this 
event. Provider approved by the CA Board of Registered Nursing, 
Provider Number 16578, for 1 contact hour; and approved by the 
California Nursing Home Administrator Program, Provider 
Number 1729, to offer 1.0 contact hour. 

BRN and NH Administrator Program credits are awarded 
by session.  Instructions and claim credit links for each 
session are posted on the NH Community page and in the 
post session email.

Sessions 4-13 are currently approved.
Applications pending for weeks 14-19.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.hsag.com/echo

http://www.hsag.com/echo
mailto:canursinghomes@hsag.com


Claim Attendance. Check the 
chat for today’s link.  

Missed a Session? Watch the 
recording and claim participation. 
Monthly attendance reports will 
be provided to you. 

Attendance



 Interested in the $6,000 compensation to 
your facility? 
 Deadline for all eligible nursing homes to submit 

their agreement and W9 is August 16th. 
 After meeting the training requirements (2 or more 

participants at 13 or more sesessions), the deadline 
to submit your invoice is September 23rd.

If you have any questions about this process, 
email: ECHONursingHome@salud.unm.edu. 

Certified Attendance Reports and Certificates of 
Participation are being distributed this week for those 
nursing homes that are currently eligible.

Training Compensation



Respect Private Health Information 
• To protect patient privacy, please only display or say information that 

doesn’t identify a patient or that cannot be linked to a patient.
• Names
• Locations
• Dates
• Employment
• Other Common Identifiers

• For educational and quality improvement purposes, we will be recording 
this ECHO Session. By participating in this ECHO session you are 
consenting to be recorded – we appreciate and value your participation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To protect patient privacy, please only display or say information that doesn’t identify a patient or that cannot be linked to a patient.�



Full Speed Ahead!
COVID-19 Vaccination Recognition Program 

• Increasing nursing home COVID-19 
vaccination rates is a CMS national priority. 

• Using NHSN data, HSAG will recognize 
nursing homes that have met this challenge. 

• Data will be reviewed quarterly and 
facilities will receive a certificate of achievement 
for meeting either of the following criteria:

• Exceeding a 75% staff vaccination rate 
for 4 consecutive weeks. 

• Exceeding a 90% resident vaccination 
rate for 4 consecutive weeks.



Facility-Specific COVID-19 Vaccine Data Report 
Available at—https://qiip.hsag.com 



To Access the Quality Improvement Innovation 
Portal (QIIP) for Facility Report

www.hsag.com/covid-19/long-term-care-facilities/
Under California Resources, click on 

“California HSAG Quality Improvement and Innovation Portal (QIIP) Administrator Form”
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As The Virus Turns: SARS-CoV-2 Is Growing in Case Counts

As the Virus Turns" (Edition 15) - YouTube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Video length-4.51] video; "As the Virus Turns" (Edition 15) - YouTubeVideo covers the following: COVID case counts are increasing in 21 states. (Note: As of 7/14/21, COVID case counts are rising in 46 states. Source: https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/954792?src=mkm_covid_update_210714_MSCPEDIT&uac=283106EZ&impID=3505451&faf=1)The White House assembled "surge response" teams to address the rise in cases. Issue of masking vs unmasking –do you need to revisit making policies at your facility? Delta variant makes up over 50% of cases in the USSupporting facts: The CDC says at least 57% of cases sequenced in the U.S. are of the Delta variant.The states with the highest number of new cases on Monday (7/12/21) were California with 4,782, Texas with 3,565, and Louisiana with 2,393, according to Johns Hopkins. Nowcast estimates predict that B.1.617.2 (Delta) will increase in all HHS regions and be more than 70% in regions 7 and 8. States in region 7: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and NebraskaStates in region 8: Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota Utah and Wyoming

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_sETPprFpc&t=2s


COVID-19 Cases on the Rise

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/new-cases-50-states

Cases Trending Up
01/22/20 – 7/14/21

Arkansas
Louisiana
Missouri
Alabama

Oklahoma
Nevada
Alaska

Georgia
Texas



COVID-19: Clusters of Unvaccinated People

"We know that if you give the virus the opportunity 
to circulate and replicate, you give it the opportunity 
to generate more variants" ~ Dr. Anthony Fauci

Five Clusters in 8 States
East Georgia
West Texas

Southern Missouri
Alabama
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Tennessee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new data analysis identifies clusters of unvaccinated people, most of them in the southern United States, that are vulnerable to surges in Covid-19 cases and could become breeding grounds for even more deadly Covid-19 variants. The analysis by researchers at Georgetown University identified 30 clusters of counties with low vaccination rates and significant population sizes. The five most significant of those clusters are sprawled across large swaths of the southeastern United States and a smaller portion in the Midwest. The five clusters are largely in parts of eight states, starting in the east in Georgia and stretching west to Texas and north to southern Missouri. The clusters also include parts of Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Tennessee,Those vulnerable clusters put all of the United States -- and to some extent, the world -- at risk for going back to 2020, since high-transmission areas can become breeding grounds for Covid-19 variants that could go on to evade Covid-19 vaccines.COVID clusters: https://khn.org/morning-breakout/millions-at-risk-in-unvaccinated-clusters-spanning-8-states-report/
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Vaccine Hesitancy: Six Months Later
https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/poll-finding/kff-covid-19-

vaccine-monitor-in-their-own-words-six-months-later/

o Majority (92%) of those who planned 
to get vaccinated “as soon as possible” 
have received at least one dose

o More than half (54%) of those who had 
previously said they wanted to “wait 
and see” before getting vaccinated 
have received one dose

o Majority (76%) of people who had 
previously said they would “only get 
vaccinated if required” or said they 
would “definitely not” get a COVID-19 
vaccine remain unvaccinated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individuals  that were moved to get vaccinated said they learned or heard something persuasive to change their minds from trusted messengers. Once vaccinated, individuals report feeling safe, relieved, have more freedom and no longer worried about getting serious disease or dying.  Those who remain unvaccinated are still worried about side effects, vaccines being too new, don’t see the need, don’t trust vaccines in general, the vaccine is worse that COVID and/or they have a condition preventing them from getting the vaccine.KFF Vaccine Hesitancy – Six Months Later: https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/poll-finding/kff-covid-19-vaccine-monitor-in-their-own-words-six-months-later/Infographic – How mRNA COVID-19 vaccines work (English and Spanish): https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/different-vaccines/mrna.html
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Known Variants of Concern (VOC) in California

Known Variants of Interest (VOI) in California

California Variants – Updated July 14
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/COVID-Variants.aspxases

WHO Label Variant # of CA Cases % Variants Collected in June
Alpha B.1.1.7 13,164 29.4%
Beta B.1.351 150 0.1%
Gamma P.1 2,209 12.6%

Delta B.1.617.2 2,142 48.8%

WHO Label Variant # of CA Cases % Variants Collected in June

Epsilon B.1.427; B.1.429 26,860 1.0%
Zeta P.2 103 0.0%
Eta B.1.525 58 0.0%
Iota B.1.526 1,954 5.1%
Kappa B.1.617 66 0.1%
Not available B.1.617.3 1 0.0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delta speaking points: Delta is more contagious than other virus strainsUnvaccinated people are at riskDelta could lead to “hyperlocal outbreaks”Vaccines are highly effective in preventing COVID-19 in health care workers: https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7020e2.htmVariants in CA: https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/COVID-Variants.aspxases 

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/COVID-Variants.aspx
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#compare-trends_newcases


Tracking COVID-19 in California
https://covid19.ca.gov/state-dashboard/

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ca.open.data/viz/COVID-19CasesDashboardv2_0/CaseStatistics

Cases
4,651 new today

5.4 new cases per 100K

Deaths
65 new today

0.02 new deaths per 100K

Tests
130,709 new today

3.7% 7-day test positivity

Vaccines Administered
61% Fully vaccinated

9.2% Partially vaccinated

Updated Friday, July 16, 2021

Cases per 100k (7-day average) by County

Hospitalizations
2,077 COVID-19 hospitalized patients

2.3% increase

ICU Bed Availability
2,060 ICU beds available

0.5% Decrease or Increase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cases: https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ca.open.data/viz/COVID-19CasesDashboardv2_0/CaseStatisticsVaccinations: https://covid19.ca.gov/vaccination-progress-data/#overview

https://covid19.ca.gov/state-dashboard/
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/ca.open.data/viz/COVID-19CasesDashboardv2_0/CaseStatistics


AHRQ ECHO National Nursing 
Home COVID-19 Action Network

Leadership Practices & Behaviors 
to Support Teams 
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Leadership Practices & Behaviors to Support Teams
• Week 9: The Regulated Adult and the Importance of Self-Care
• Week 10: The Power of Observation
• Week 11: Making the Connection
• Week 12: Time Management in Stressful Times
• Week 13: Building a Culture of Hope

Our Focus the Next Five Weeks
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With increasing test positivity 
rates leading to further 
restrictions, what are some 
specific actions you as a leader 
can initiate to either build or 
support a positive culture of 
hope?  

Waterfall Question #1 



AHRQ ECHO National Nursing 
Home COVID-19 Action Network

Sustaining Teams: Creating a 
Vision of Hope

https://youtu.be/ToYvLj8X8AY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video Length: 7:36 [Presentation ends at 6:06]This video covers:The value of hope and how it boosts team moraleQuick ideas on how to create a vision of hopeCreating an organizational structure to build a culture of hopeWaterfall Discussion Questions Before video: What are some specific actions you as a leader can initiate to either build or support a positive culture of hope?  After Video: What are some traditional practices that may need to be adapted or improved to support and facilitate a culture of hope? 

https://youtu.be/ToYvLj8X8AY
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Action Guide to Support Staff Well-Being and Joy in Work

Hear Me Protect Me Care for Me

Prepare Me Support me 

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/Conversation-
Guide-to-Support-Staff-Wellbeing-Joy-in-Work-COVID-19.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This guide “Conversation and Action Guide to Support Staff Well-Being and Joy in Work During and After the COVID-19 Pandemic”— includes actionable ideas that leaders can quickly test during the coronavirus response, and which can build the longer-term foundation to sustain joy in work for the health care workforce.This resource is intended to help leaders guide conversations with colleagues to:Provide and elicit needed information and problem-solving to ensure staff well-being and the best care possibleUse this time during the COVID-19 pandemic to break unnecessary rules and build more robust systemsTap into creative solutions identified by staff for both immediate needs and in an ongoing wayPromote joy in work through healthy relationships and environments that support teams and personal growth while diminishing, as much as possible, current and future stress

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/Conversation-Guide-to-Support-Staff-Wellbeing-Joy-in-Work-COVID-19.aspx
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Hear Me
• Listen and act on the lived experience of 

Protect Me
• Reduce risk  

Care for Me
• Provide support for team members . 

Prepare Me
• Provide training and ensure staff have honest and clear information 

Support Me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/Conversation-Guide-to-Support-Staff-Wellbeing-Joy-in-Work-COVID-19.aspxHear me: Listen and act on the lived experience of staff to address concerns and support open and honest dialogue and problem solving Protect me: Reduce the risk of acquiring Covid-19 and transmission to family. Care for me: Provide support for team members and their families if they become ill or are isolated. As well as understanding and provide resources to support secondary impacts of covid-19 such as mental health support. Prepare me: provide training and insure staff have honest and clear information regarding current state and preparedness to address current and future scenarios. Support me: Acknowledge the demands of the current time and the limitations on what each of us can do. Encourage self care and put in place support systems to insure staff are able to care for their own needs. 
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 Acknowledge the demands.

 Acknowledge current limitations.

 Encourage self care.

 Assist staff in caring for themselves.

 In what ways can we foster support for our 
team members? 

• Employee Rounds
• Huddles
• Debriefs
• Town Halls 

Support Me:  
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 Huddles are short, purposeful and consistent

 May be a safety huddle scheduled daily or a huddle when an 
opportunity comes up to discuss a question or two.

 Short huddles may include 1 or 2 key questions:
• What concerns do you have for residents, yourself or 

the team?
• Are there steps we can take right now as a team?
• What good thing happened today? 
• What feelings did you experience today?   
• How did you support a team member today? How did 

someone support you? 

Huddles can be Magical   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure for huddles is key- keep it short, have one or maybe 2 points, use a timer if helpful - When the timer goes off – stop talking Here are sample huddle questions designed to get to the heart of feelings and needs By asking questions about what is going well as well as what could be improved, an individual is able to express feelings (positive and negative) as well as met and unmet needs. By balancing the nature of questions to be process and emotionally focused,  it provides the opportunity for staff to focus on what brings them joy as well as frustration...and why. This satisfies the need for control and certainty, The requests most frequently made by health care workers during covid-- to be heard, supported, prepared, kept safe, and protected-- can be prioritized and resources allocated to satisfy high-impact needs that individuals, units, and nursing homes express during conversations.
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▪ Short, Purposeful and as soon as possible after a 
memorable event

▪ Safe, constructive, sharing, and active listening of 
feelings in a way that meets staff’s needs

▪ Objective and non-blaming identification of what’s going 
well and what is not

▪ Reinforce shared purpose and personal agency 

▪ Focus on incorporation of  learning into systems

Debriefs are “Just in Time Learning”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optional discussion: Think about huddles, debriefs, rounds and other processes in your nursing home.  How is space to mourn, express feelings, and needs built into your everyday processes?  Do staff feel safe?  How might we incorporate more of the features in the column on the left into everyday processes that include clinical and non-clinical staff?
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Resources

IHI Joy in Work – Action Guide and organizational framework for creating positive 
work environments. http://www.ihi.org/Topics/Joy-In-Work/Pages/default.aspx

Supporting your staff during the COVID-19 pandemic: 
https://www.ptsd.va.gov/covid/COVID_leaders_support_staff.asp

Resources for times of crisis:  https://www.ccl.org/coronavirus-resources/

How leaders can maximize trust and minimize stress:
https://www.apa.org/news/apa/2020/03/covid-19-leadership

http://www.ihi.org/Topics/Joy-In-Work/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.ptsd.va.gov/covid/COVID_leaders_support_staff.asp
https://www.ccl.org/coronavirus-resources/
https://www.apa.org/news/apa/2020/03/covid-19-leadership
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Mindfulness Moment
Headspace | Meditation | The Noting technique - YouTube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Headspace | Meditation | The Noting technique – YouTube[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjI9v-VYwZY&t=87s


AHRQ ECHO National Nursing 
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QI Corner
Management Issues

The Pareto Chart Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So with that, we now have great concentration to look at how you can get the most bang for your buck for  your improvement efforts as we explore how to apply the Pareto Principle to quality improvement projects.[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]
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Says that 80% of 
the problem is 
produced by 20%
of the causes

Pareto Principle – 80/20 Rule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to the “Pareto principle”, or 80/20 Rule, in any group of things that contribute to an overall effect, roughly 80% of the effect comes from 20% of the causes. Think about how these commonalities might apply to your setting.It’s commonly found that:80% of complaints come from 20% of customers 80% of computer crashes come from 20% of IT bugs 20% of criminals commit 80% of crimes20% of drivers cause 80% of all traffic accidentsPeople wear 20% of the clothes they own 80% of the time.[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]
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•A graphical display of the most important factors 
contributing to a problem

•Pareto principle: 80% of the effects come from 20% of the 
causes 

•Informs your improvement efforts to focus on 
tackling the ‘vital few’ 

Source: IHI Improvement Coach Professional Development Program

Vilfredo Pareto 1848 -1923 

Watch this video
https://youtu.be/zb

DRH2ASyqQ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Pareto Concept was developed by a man by the name of Vilfredo Pareto who was a sociologist and economist in Italy in the 1800’s.  While studying the economics of Italy, he discovered 80% of the wealth was owned by 20% of the population. So he applied this concept to several different problems.  Interestingly enough, he even observed that 20% of the peapods in his garden contained 80% of the peas. This Pareto Principle was turned into a tool, the Pareto chart, which is a diagram that shows you the VITAL few occurrences and separates them from the trivial many occurrences.This separation… allows teams to concentrate their improvement efforts on the things having the greatest impact. It also helps teams explain their rationale for focusing on certain areas and not others. Let’s look at how that’s done[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE] 

https://youtu.be/zbDRH2ASyqQ
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Source: R. Lloyd, Quality Health Care: A Guide to Developing and Using Indicators.  Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004:309.

Reading a Pareto Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m curious to find out…Have you ever made or used a Pareto Chart, YES or NO.  Just type Yes or NO in the chat box. [Copy and paste into chat:   Have you ever made or used a Pareto Chart, YES or NO   ]Let’s break down the components of the Pareto Chart first and then I’ll show you some examples that are applicable to your setting.  The Pareto Chart contains both bars and lines, where individual values are represented in ranking order by bars. So, the vertical y axis on the left shows your frequency of occurrence, and the horizontal X axis shows the categories of causes from largest to smallest (so that first green bar was something that happened with more frequency than anything else).  Then your right vertical axis is your cumulative percentage from 0 to 100%  The cumulative TOTAL of the sample is represented by the curved line. So, starting at the 1st green bar with the highest frequency, you would add the next bar’s total to it, plot that point, and continue adding the remaining frequencies to plot the curved cumulative total percentage.We will give you an IHI resource on the last slide that walks you through step by step of creating a Pareto Chart and provides a template:Look at the spot where 80% on the cumulative percentage line is (on that right vertical axis)…this is where 80% of occurrence happened.Come across and find the point where that horizonal dotted red line intersects with the curved black line and then drop another dotted line down to your 0 line.  That shows you your VITAL FEW to the left of the dotted line box (the first two green bars) and the TRIVAL MANY are encompassed by the box (the remaining three small bars).Now the TRIVIAL MANY aren’t unimportant with some maybe being easy, quick fixes, which is why some refer to it as the USEFUL MANY as opposed to TRIVIAL MANY.  However, they will most likely not give you as great an impact as the VITAL FEW.So now that you know the elements of the Pareto chart, you’re probably wondering how you get all of those numbers![NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]
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Reasons for Resident Meal Delay

Team’s Expert Brainstorming List and Ranking
1. Delayed arrival of Food to Center (transport)
2. Food Carts not clean
3. Food Cart temperature controls not working
4. Dining room not ready
5. Seniors late to tables
6. Serving staff delayed by conflicting activities
7. Meal Count mismatch with # seniors
8. Dietary workers late to work

Observation Data
1. Delayed arrival of Food to Center (transport)
2. Food Carts not clean
3. Food Cart temperature controls not working
4. Dining room not ready
5. Seniors late to tables
6. Serving staff delayed by conflicting activities
7. Meal Count mismatch with # seniors
8. Dietary workers late to work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me show you an example of a Pareto Chart depicting reasons for resident meal delayA LIST FROM A TEAM’S EXPERT BRAINSTORMING SESSION was created and THEN THEY ranked the list by the team’s perception of what was most frequent. That’s the list on the left of the slide.This team’s perception was that 1. “Serving staff was delayed by conflicting activities” and 2. “Delayed arrival of food to the center” were the most frequent reasons for meal delay.BUT THE DATA SHOWED DIFFERENTLY!  THE DATA compiled from a week’s worth of observations SHOWED 1. the “meal count mismatch with # of seniors” and 2. “Serving staff delayed by conflicting activities” is what represented 80% of their causes.[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]
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Seniors late to
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Food Carts not
clean

Food Cart
temperature
controls not

working

SEAVIEW MEAL DELAY
PARETO ANALYSIS

Total %

Brainstorming with the team is important… but so is 
data!

Source: MDP Associates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does that show you on the Pareto Chart?Brainstorming with the team is important but so is data because if perceptions aren’t accurate, you may not be focusing on the area that can give you the greatest impact. By focusing on serving staff delays and meal count mismatch, this center can have greater improvement than focusing on serving staff delays and delayed arrival of food.  It’s a great way to prioritize. You can still work on delayed arrival but emphasize the top two frequencies first.[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]
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1. Get curious about the nature of the problem.
 Observe it
 Talk to staff (huddles!)
 Map/diagram/brainstorm
 Measure it 

2. Set a goal for what you want to achieve. 

3. Decide what you want to try. 

4. Test/try it on a small scale…1 day, 1 resident, 1 staff member, 1 new idea. 

5. Measure your impact in ways that make sense. 

Exploring high staff turnover - Let’s Start a PIP!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how we can use the Pareto chart Let’s show one more application for a Pareto Chart that coincides with our “Building a Culture of Hope” topic as if we were working through the first step of our PIP.If you wanted to explore why your staff turnover rates were steadily increasing, and you decided this would be a worthwhile PIP , first, we’d want to GET CURIOUS about the problem.  For today, let’s look at the nature of the problem for step 1. First you want to explore all the issues that may affect turnover, especially the less obvious issues because uncovering those may help you identify an approach to  improve staff retention.[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE}
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Step 1: Get Curious!
 What are the most pressing challenges/questions?

• Why are so many staff leaving? How can we improve retention and 
morale? What is the incentive for staff to stay with the team?

 Where is our system the weakest?
• New charge nurses lack leadership skills; Lack of organization - chaos

 What are we most worried about?
• Staff being burned out, Staff have stopped talking to us, lack of joy in the 

workplace, unsafe staffing levels

 What tools can we use to identify weaknesses in our current system?
• Root cause analysis, Pareto Charts, EHRs, , QAPI Committee, Team 

Huddles, outside consultants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the most pressing challenges/questions?Why are so many staff leaving? How can we improve retention and morale? What is the incentive for staff to stay with the team?Where is our system the weakest?New charge nurses lack leadership skills; Lack of organization - chaosWhat are we most worried about?Staff being burned out, Staff have stopped talking to us, lack of joy in the workplace, unsafe staffing levelsWhat tools can we use to identify weaknesses in our current system?Root cause analysisPareto charts (80/20 rule)-what are the vital few as opposed to the trivial many challengesElectronic health records Dyadsteam huddlesQAPI committeeBasic observationsOutside consultants
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 Data is collected from survey and ordered highest to lowest

Staff Survey Conducted by Consultant Group

Staff Identifiers for Low Staff Morale Count Cumulative Count Cumulative %
Managers are not visible 25 25 20.49%
Lack of effective communication 22 47 38.52%
High Turnover puts strain on remaining employees 21 68 55.74%
No opportunities for growth/development 18 86 70.49%
Unreasonable Workload 14 100 81.97%
Executive Leadership are not visible/out of touch with practice 8 108 88.52%
Lack of Recognition 8 116 95.08%
Inconsistency in employee treatment/Lack of accountability 6 122 100%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s say due to that high staff turnover that had persisted and increased over several months, corporate brought in a consultant group to uncover reasons for high turnover and to explore options for improvement.After observations and conversations with staff, the consultants discovered that staff morale was very low which was contributing significantly to people leaving.The consultant group conducted a survey to collect data from staff as to what they attributed the low morale.  Here is the data they shared with you:Describe table[NEXT SLIDE PLEASE]


Sheet1

		Staff Identifiers for Low Staff Morale		Count		Cumulative Count		Cumulative %

		Managers are not visible		25		25		20.49%

		Lack of effective communication		22		47		38.52%

		High Turnover puts strain on remaining employees		21		68		55.74%

		No opportunities for growth/development		18		86		70.49%

		Unreasonable Workload		14		100		81.97%

		Executive Leadership are not visible/out of touch with practice		8		108		88.52%

		Lack of Recognition 		8		116		95.08%

		Inconsistency in employee treatment/Lack of accountability		6		122		100%
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																				https://gethppy.com/employee-engagement/6-reasons-employees-lack-morale-and-how-fix-it

																				https://www.josephchris.com/10-popular-causes-of-low-employee-morale







Pareto 
Principle 
Plotted for 
Low Staff 
Morale 
Identifiers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where the Pareto chart comes into play; the low morale identifiers are plotted in the blue bars from highest frequency to lowest frequency and the curved cumulative percentage line is plotted to separate your vital few error from your trivial many.The Vital Few occurrences are:Managers are not visibleLack of effective communicationHigh turnover puts strain on remaining staff, andNo opportunities for growth and developmentAnd the remaining errors are Trivial MANY occurrences.While the Trivial Many are important, prioritizing by focusing on one or two of the vital few causes will impact your improvement most significantly.  If there are simple fixes, you can choose to do those at the same time.After you’ve identified and implemented interventions in response to the vital few, another survey could be performed to track progress (and these could be kept in your QAPI book to tell the story of your improvement work and progress).
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1. Gather data and insert 
into Excel

2. Use the ‘sort’ feature 
to order your values 
from largest to 
smallest (not essential 
if you have Excel 
2016)

3. Highlight category and 
counts > Insert Chart > 
Insert Statistical Chart, 
scroll down and select 
Histogram/Pareto, 
press enter and 
then Presto, your 
Pareto chart appears!

Excel does the work for you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So by now you probably know that I LOVE tools that make things easier and this may have seemed complicated.  BUT HAVE NO FEAR!There is a function in Excel that will create the Pareto Chart for you! All you have to do is insert your data into Excel, use the sort feature to order your values from largest to smallest (and you don’t even have to click sort if you have Excel 2016!), Then highlight the category and counts, click Insert Statistical Chart, scroll down and select Histogram/Pareto , press Enter and PRESTO-CHANGE-O, YOUR Pareto chart appears!
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http://www.ihi.org/resour
ces/Pages/Tools/Pareto
Diagram.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also as a resource, On the right of this slide is the IHI Pareto Chart Resource Tool that can walk you through step by step with examples and templates and the link will be in the chat box for you: IHI Pareto Chart Resource Tool:  http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/ParetoDiagram.aspx
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General Q&A
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